TRAVELING SALESMEN, EXPANSIONISM,
AND THE AMERICANIZATION OF EATING
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Heinz, coveting the Far Eastern markets, had dispatched one of his best to

the trade. In two and a

capture

half years, MacWillie would travel

to Hawaii, New

Zealand,

Australia, the Philippines, Hong Kong, China, and Japan,

and South Africa. By 1904, thanks
on

to

on six continents.

coincided with two larger trends in the United States
of the

century,

at

the

both with enormous social, cultural,

and economic ramifications. First

was

the transition

to

a

home and abroad both

rise of a modern consumer culture.
As

Heinz created international

H.J.

demand for its

products, other American firms exported steel, locomotives,

shoes, bicycles, sewing machines and dozens of other

products all over the world. "The

present

American invasion

is not confined to any one country, but reaches to every part

of the earth, civilized and savage, and
of industry,"

wrote

to

almost every branch

the author of an article entitled, "The

*

mass market economy begun in the previous decade. By

American Commercial Invasion of the World" in 1901.

1900, all of the pieces were in place for the development of

Partly because the United States had set its sights on distant

a

national consumer culture,

as

brand-name

— massgoods

produced by new manufacturing systems, distributed by
new transportation systems,

advertised by

new

marketed by newly centralized corporations
the marketplace.

—

media, and

redefined

2

horizons long after Western Europe had partitioned the globe
into colonies, U.S. economic

success

overseas

somewhat

surprised Europeans. In fact, the American form of im-

perialism, based

on developing a global

marketplace, would

eventually replace the old colonialism of European nations;

A second trend was the nation's

developing imperialism.

U.S.

imperialism relied

more on extracting

resources

and

Due to its victory in the Spanish-American War in 1898, the

cultivating consumers in developing nations, thus avoiding

United States acquired the islands of Puerto Rico, Guam, and

the expenses and dangers of military occupation.

the Philippines. That

12

at

of the

reflected and helped shape American expansionism and the

cotton,

The international expansion of the Heinz Co.

turn

World.1 The growth of Heinz

MacWillie and others

the company's sales force, Heinz's "57 varieties" could be

found in pagodas and palaces

Englishman wrote a book called The Americanization

same year, it

annexed the islands of

Salesmen such as MacWillie spearheaded the invasion of

Hawaii. This political expansion coincided with a period of

new territories.

commercial

its diplomats were unimportant; on the contrary, the nation's

expansion so pervasive that, in 1901, an
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This is

not to say

that America's military or

would play

government

a

central role in twentieth

century

world history. But, coincident with the nation's increasingly
dominant role in international politics in the early 1900s

was

the relentless expansion of American private interests in
foreign markets.

The role of salesmen in foreign markets
ways an outgrowth

of their prominence

at

was in many

home, as research

recently has shown. Scholars have looked to the traveling

salesman

a key player in the social and economic

as

trans-

formations wrought by the development of consumer culture
in America. Some have explored transitions felt by traveling

salesmen

as

the modern corporation took shape. 5 In a longer

and broader view of commercial travelers,

one

author has

demonstrated that these salesmen laid the foundation of a
mass

market

— what noted historian

Daniel Boorstin called

"the everywhere community."' Traveling the back roads in
virtually every corner of the country, salesmen disseminated

both the products and the
consumer

customs

of the new urban-based

culture.

Hawking brand-name goods

on

the six inhabited

continents, salesmen further extended the boundaries of the
everywhere community as they spread a global consumerism
so

IJ^Hj

familiar today.

Coca-Cola did not

venture beyond American

J^J

soil until the

—
1920s, while salesmen for Heinz and other firms such as
— ventured overseas two
Hire's Root Beer and Quaker Oats
decades earlier. Such

agents not only peddled

American-made

products but also spread the gospel of the American way of
eating and selling. They developed the idea of trademarks

and brand loyalty, and persuaded

new customers

with

particularly American sales tactics. For familiar goods such
as ketchup,

Alexander MacWillie had

to convince

both

retailers and consumers of the quality of Heinz goods, which
competed against local products as well as other American

and European imports. To introduce unfamiliar goods, such

HEINZ 57 VARIETIES ON SIX CONTINENTS

13

To

knit the sales force

more closely

Upon his

together, the Heinz

return,

MacWillie reported

at length on

the

Co. began a newsletter for its traveling salesmen in 1897.

Hawaiian trade. 14 He classified the retail stores in Honolulu

This monthly organ, first called Pickles and later The 57,

as "two high

published articles on Heinz products and the vegetables from

stores

which they

were

made, on different departments

Pittsburgh plant, and on branch factories around the

at

notes

about personnel and social

stores,

about

a half a

dozen medium class

and the balance of very ordinary character catering

the Japanese and Chinese"; the high and medium class

the

were run by Englishmen,

country.

and the

rest were

to

stores

owned by Chinese

shopkeepers. In contrast to Heinz sales in the United States,

Reports on expositions, exhibitions, and conventions ran
alongside

class

and owing

events.

to

his short supply of goods for demonstration

work, MacWillie did business with a wholesaler in Hon-

this group included those shops that

olulu. Presumably,
catered primarily

to

the non-white population, since this

particular wholesaler controlled
grocery

Pickles kept its readership up
traveling salesmen

to

date

on

abroad. From 1902

to lengthy accounts,

on the competition in preserved
are

established there [in Honolulu] but they

are

I

a

'

losing ground now on account of the fact that the Islands are

1904, the

adventures of Alexander MacWillie received almost monthly
notice, from brief tidbits

than half of the city's

foods in Hawaii, MacWillie noted that "English goods
very firmly

the activities of
to

trade." Commenting

more

now

a part and parcel of the United States." The political

annexation of the Hawaiian islands in 1898,

as the traveler

spurred by

zigzagged across the South Pacific. MacWillie arrived inNew

economic motives and assisted by American Marines,

Zealand in March 1902 after brief stops in Hawaii and the

facilitated trade with the mainland and proved to be a

Samoan Islands. From Honolulu, he reported that he attended

commercial boon for American business.

X
i

a costume

party

where

a native

woman

wore

From New Zealand, MacWillie sailed to Australia to

an outfit

festooned with Heinz watch charms and trade cards.

13

His

catch

a ship to

the Philippines, and then

to Hong Kong,

Shanghai, and Nagasaki. As evidence of the

rhetorical question, "How was that for one of Uncle Sam's

success

of

latest accessions?"

communicated the broader sentiment

MacWillie's trip, Pickles reported the volume of goods

among Americans

that newly subjugated peoples could only

("3609 cases of assorted goods, 133 barrels of Vinegar,

benefit from exposure

to American

\u25a0

and 9 barrels of Sweet Mixed Pickles") shipped

business and culture.

to

the
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pines, New Zealand, and Australia." MacWillie re> the Philippines in August and remained thi
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more than 100 people lined the sidewalks waiting

the demonstration in Perth, and that sales in the
even

greater

to enter

store were

the week afterward.

As the result of MacWillie and McLeod's efforts, Heinz

distributing agencies were established in 21 cities in the Far
East by 1908. 41 Just two months after his return to the United
States in 1904, MacWillieboarded a steamer for Australia to

begin another two-year tour of duty for Heinz. These travels

took him to India, Ceylon, and Siam. Other Heinz salesmen
continued his work in Australia and South Africa. Good
diplomatic relations with Britain made Australia, New

Zealand, South Africa, and India fair game for American

commercial growth, which
countries by the lack of a

was

further abetted in those

language barrier. The persistence

shown by the Heinz representatives proved

to

be successful,

winning over consumers around the world.

Expansion into foreign markets fit into the larger

American design of manifest destiny, and H.J. Heinz devoted
considerable

resources

to capturing overseas

markets for his

goods. Through the work ofhis salesmen and demonstrators,
he also introduced American foodways

With the 57 varieties served

at

to new customers.

tables from Pittsburgh

Perth, the Americanization of eating had begun.

to

0
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